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Abstract

mentation is a computational prototype that illustrates the different components of its architecture
and demonstrate its feasibility. Inspired by the different processes that occur during human learning,
we design the framework’s architecture as a learning pipeline that gradually builds more complex
knowledge.
In a simplified view, the human learning process can be modeled as a continuous loop that
transforms sensorial data into knowledge (see Figure 1) (Gross, 2015). Humans collect information
about the environment through senses, where the
human brain attempts to detect relations between
individual signals to form a more structured representation of reality. By relating as many signals as possible, humans build a much richer semantic representation of the environment, which
is unconsciously filtered storing only the most relevant part. In order to achieve this, the brain is
able to access to stored experiences about what
has been important before, and what is already
known. This feedback loop also evaluates previously known facts, and modifies them at the light
of new experiences. In time, humans not only
learn new facts, but also learn better ways of learning.
The challenge of building computational
knowledge discovery systems is an active research
problem in the field of artificial intelligence,
specifically in emerging areas such as ontology
learning (Cimiano et al., 2009) and learning by
reading (Barker et al., 2007). Modern systems
employ a combination of knowledge-based techniques (i.e., using rules handcrafted by domain
experts (Chandrasekaran, 1986)) and statistical
approaches (i.e., based on pattern recognition
with statistical and probabilistic models (Kevin,
2012)).
Given the large amount of information available
online, several knowledge discovery systems fo-

The massive amount of multi-formatted
information available on the Web necessitates the design of software systems
that leverage this information to obtain
knowledge that is valid and useful. The
main challenge is to discover relevant information and continuously update, enrich and integrate knowledge from various sources of structured and unstructured
data. This paper presents the Learning Engine Through Ontologies (LETO) framework, an architecture for the continuous
and incremental discovery of knowledge
from multiple sources of unstructured and
structured data. We justify the main design
decision behind LETO’s architecture and
evaluate the framework’s feasibility using
the Internet Movie Data Base (IMDB) and
Twitter as a practical application.

1

Introduction

In recent years, research in machine learning,
knowledge discovery, data mining and natural language processing, among others, have produced
many approaches and techniques to deal with the
large amount of information available on the Internet to carry out a variety of tasks, such as, for example building search (Brin and Page, 1998) and
recommendation systems (Davidson et al., 2010)
that could be used to improve business, health-care
and political decisions (Ferrucci et al., 2013).
The purpose of our proposal is to present
LETO: Learning Engine Through Ontologies, a
framework to automatically and gradually extract
knowledge from different sources (both structured
and unstructured), building internal representations that can be adapted to and integrated in multiple domains. The current state of LETO’s imple276
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Figure 1: Simplified representation of the human learning process.

that can be crosschecked in the future.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows
to facilitate a detailed description of our proposal:
Section 2 describes the proposed architecture of
a general framework for knowledge discovery. In
Section 3 we present an application of LETO to
a specific knowledge discovery problem combining Twitter and IMDB. Finally, in Section 4 we
present the main conclusions of the research and
outline possible future works.

cus on extracting knowledge and exploiting the
semi-structured format of web resources , e.g,
ARTEQUAKT (Alani et al., 2003), SOBA (Buitelaar et al., 2006) and WEB->KB (Craven et al.,
2000).
In order to extract relevant knowledge from natural language text, NLP techniques
have been introduced in systems such as OPTIMA (Kim et al., 2008) and ISODLE (Weber
and Buitelaar, 2006). Natural language features
can be used to build rule-based systems (e.g.,
OntoLT (Buitelaar and Sintek, 2004)) or systems
based on statistical or probabilistic models trained
on NLP corpora, such as LEILA (Suchanek
et al., 2006) or Text2Onto (Cimiano and Völker,
2005). Some systems address the issue of inferring more abstract knowledge from the extracted
facts, often using unsupervised techniques to discover inherent structures. Relevant examples of
this approach are OntoGain (Drymonas et al.,
2010), ASIUM (Faure and Poibeau, 2000) and
BOEMIE (Castano et al., 2007).
Most of the mentioned systems focus on one iteration of the extraction process. However, more
recent approaches, like NELL (Mitchell et al.,
2018), attempt to learn continuously from a stream
of web data, and increase over time both the
amount and the quality of the knowledge discovered.
One of the main characteristics of LETO, in
contrast to similar proposals in the literature (such
as NELL (Mitchell et al., 2018) or BOEMIE (Petasis et al., 2011)), is the explicit management of
separated pieces of knowledge. By isolating the
knowledge for different domains, it is possible to
apply different techniques and/or parameters as
appropriate. Besides, this allows the temporal existence of contradictions or unreliable information

2

Learning Engine Through
Ontologies (LETO)

In this section we present LETO, a general architecture for a framework designed to discover relevant knowledge from a variety of data sources,
both structured and unstructured.
The LETO framework is divided into 6 modules, which are interrelated. Each module has a
specific responsibility defining the inputs and outputs that establish the intercommunication among
the rest of the modules within the framework. Figure 2 shows a general overview of the framework.
As shown in Figure 2 the top layer (Data
Sources) represents the sources of data that serve
as input for the framework. The middle layer contains the Main Modules, which perform the processing of the input data to extract and discover
the relevant knowledge latent in this data. Figure 2
also shows the subprocesses that occur inside each
module. The main modules always communicate
with each other by sharing ontologies. The following sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 explain in detail the
inner workings of the main modules. The bottom
layer (Backend) contains modules used by the rest
of framework:
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Figure 2: Overview of the architecture of LETO.

Algorithms Library: Contains different algorithms and mathematical models for solving specific problems, along with associated
metadata.

an schema of this module. This module performs
two main tasks:
Mapping: Since there are many different structured formats, the first stage of this module
is to convert any of these representations into
a standard representation for internal use, in
the form of an ontology, using a mapping process (Choi et al., 2006; Y. An and Mylopoulos, 2006; Noy and Musen, 2003). The current implementation infers classes and relations from CSV or TSV input files using a
rule-based approach, and outputs and ontology in OWL format.

Long Term Memory: Contains all the knowledge accumulated by the other modules, in
the form of individual ontologies with metadata that describes their content.
Organizational Ontology: An internal representation of the framework’s components in an
ontological format which enables the automatic construction of the user interface.
2.1

Tagging: This step attaches several tags, such as
source, domain, topic and reliability to the
mapped ontology. This tags can be either
inferred automatically (e.g., the domain and
reliability) or provided by the user (e.g., the
source). The current implementation requires
a manual input by a domain expert.

Structured Data Processing

This module is responsible for processing structured data. Sources for structured data are available online in different formats. Among the different types of structures for representing information, such as relational databases, concept maps,
knowledge graphs, and others, LETO proposes the
use of ontologies for their semantic richness. Ontologies were chosen because they are more expressive than other DTO (Data Transfer Object)
formats.
The general pipeline that this module performs
can be thought of as a classic Extract, Transform
and Load process (ETL) (Vassiliadis, 2009; Hermida et al., 2012). Afterwards, the normalized and
tagged block of knowledge (stored as an ontology)
is handled to the knowledge processing module,
for further refinement and storage. Figure 3 shows

2.2

Unstructured Data Processing

The sources for unstructured data are extremely
varied in format and computational representation.
Text is one of the most common forms for storing
and communicating human knowledge, but pictures, sound files, and videos are also interesting
and increasingly popular forms of communication.
Also, in contrast with structured sources, there is
a lot of variety in the level of reliability and completeness of unstructured sources.
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Knowledge Level: The structured information
that was previously built is analyzed to refine, remove noise, and extract the relevant pieces of knowledge, based on clustering techniques. This allows synthesizing
the knowledge discovered so far according
to the context defined by the relations between the semantic units extracted in the previous stage. The output of this stage is always an ontology, which is then passed to
the Knowledge Discovery Module for further
integration with the stored knowledge. The
resulting ontology then becomes part of the
stored knowledge of the framework, which
is iteratively refined, corrected and enhanced
with new knowledge extracted from different
sources.
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Figure 4: A schema of the three stages of the Unstructured Data Module and its relation with the
rest of the framework.
Besides these factors, contrary to structured
sources, there is no predefined structure of concepts and relations inside a block of unstructured
data. Hence, the module for processing unstructured data is designed as a pipeline through which
simple concepts are processed and transformed
into more complex ones. Figure 4 shows a schema
of this module, as well as an example of the type of
processes that occur inside and their relation with
each other. The module is organized in a threelevels pipeline as follows:

2.3

Knowledge Discovery

The knowledge discovery module receives the output from unstructured data processing and structured data processing, always in the form of an
ontology. Each of these ontologies represents a
collection of knowledge assets from a particular
domain or a general domain. Some of them may
overlap, containing the same knowledge facts,
even if labeled as different entities or relations.
Others may have contradictions or inconsistencies,
either within themselves or with one another, see
Figure 5. For this purpose, this module performs
two main tasks:

Sensory Level: Contains a number of processing
units called “sensors”, which extract different chunks of data. Among the implemented
sensors, LETO includes named entity recognition) (Gattani et al., 2013), sentiment analysis (Montoyo et al., 2012), and detection
of subject-actions-target triplets (EstevezVelarde et al., 2018). In general, each of these
sensors performs a specific analysis and produces a stream of data tokens of a particular type. Each of these data tokens represents a single unit of semantic information,
for instance, the existence of a particular entity, or the association between an entity and
an event, and are not interrelated.

Generation: The generation of knowledge involves two processes, namely the merging of
ontologies (Noy et al., 2000; Noy and Musen,
2003), and the generation of new (or more
general-domain) ontologies from other ontologies (Aussenac-Gilles and Jacques, 2006;
Blomqvist, 2009). Merging ontologies requires this module be able to undertake a
279

is known to be of high quality. These steps are represented in the figure with the numbers 1a and 1b
and performed in LETO using the Structured Data
Processing module (see Fig. 3).
The next step involves the processing of a continuous stream of Twitter messages (2a). These
are obtained through the standard Twitter query
API, filtering with the hashtag #Oscars, which
returned 3375 messages that span a period of
2 weeks.
Using standard NLP techniques,
each tweet is processed to obtain named entities (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007) and an opinion label (Pang et al., 2008; Liu, 2012) (2b). The entity
sensor was implemented using spaCy (Honnibal
and Montani, 2017), which returned 524 unique
PERSON instances, from a total of 1961 PERSON mentions. The document level emotion sensor was implemented through the use of the SAM1
project (Fernández et al., 2015). An example output of the entity sensor is shown in Figure 7. Similar interfaces are available in LETO for interacting
with all the components of the framework, but are
not shown for space restrictions.
Afterwards, the different mentions of the same
entities across multiple tweets are matched together (2c). The least relevant mentions (e.g.,
those with very few appearances) are filtered
out (2d). through the clustering technique Affinity
Propagation (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Finally, the
filtered entities with their associated opinions (2e)
are tagged and stored in an ontology (2f ). These
steps are performed using components from the
Unstructured Data Processing module.
After the processing of both structured and unstructured data is completed (3a), both sources are
selected for a knowledge integration process (3b).
An ontology mapping technique (Choi et al.,
2006) is applied, which maps relevant instances of
the IMDB ontologies to their corresponding mentions in the tweets (3c). The result of this mapping process is an ontology in the same format as
IMDB, but with additional aggregated opinion labels for each instance (of those found in Twitter).
This enriched knowledge is tagged (e3) and stored
for future use. These steps are performed using
components from the Knowledge Discovery module. The resulting ontology can be visualized in
LETO, as shown in Figure 9. This visualization
tool shows both the classes and instances, enabling
an interactive exploration of the ontology.

matching among entities, relations and instances in two or more ontologies that are
deemed similar (Shvaiko and Euzenat, 2013).
Evaluation: After the new ontology is created,
this step provides quality evaluation metrics
that assert the reliability, completeness or
soundness of the new knowledge. These metrics are based on comparing the new ontology
with the existing knowledge.
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Figure 5: A schema of the architecture of Knowledge Discovery Module, showing the internal
tasks performed and its relations with the rest of
the framework.

3

Application of LETO to Knowledge
Discovery

This section shows the use of the LETO system
through a practical scenario that involves the processing of both unstructured and structured data
sources. This application illustrates the types
of processes (i.e. processing of both unstructured and structured data sources) that our framework performs. We select the Internet Movie
Database (IMDB) that contains information about
films and actors. We aim to enrich this knowledge with opinions expressed in social networks.
Opinions can be extracted from a specific Twitter
hashtag feed (i.e., #Oscars). Figure 6 shows a
schematic representation of the whole process.
The first step consist of obtaining the IMDB
data (in CSV format) and mapping it to an OWL
ontology. Data from IMDB was obtained in tabseparated files, processed by LETO’s generic mapping pipeline which infers class names and relation names from the CSV structure. This results in
a total of 4,807,262 film instances and 8,427,043
person instances, related by 27,044,985 tuples in
12 different relation types. After the mapping process, the resulting ontology is tagged with relevant
metadata. In this case, the domain is Cinema, and
a high confidence can be assigned since this source

1
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of the process for mapping emotions in reaction to movie reviews
with IMDB.

Figure 7: Example execution of the Entity Sensor for one tweet. A similar interface allows the batch
execution for a collection of tweets.
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Figure 8: Main UI of LETO, specifically the Task Management view.
Metric
Correct matches
Correct mismatch
Matching error
Extraction error
Knowledge error
Context missing
Total errors

Value
212
19
118
165
10
2
293

Percent
40.45
3.62
22.52
31.48
1.91
0.38
55.92

Table 1: Summary of results of the knowledge discovery process.
LETO supports multiple processes running in parallel, and provides tools for running and monitor
long-term processes that can take hours or days.
Figure 8 shows a overall view of LETO’s main
user interface, specifically the view for task management.

Figure 9: Visualizing the structure of the IMDB
ontology in LETO.
The knowledge generation process involved
matching Twitter PERSON instances with IMDB
instances and attaching an average of the emotions
found in each mention of the corresponding instance. A total of 212 instances were matched,
which indicates a 40.45% of accuracy for the Twitter entity extractor. A manual review of the 542
recognized instances was performed, to evaluate
the reasons for the mistakes. All entities appearing in Twitter where searched in Google and the
first result was used as ground truth. Table 1 summarizes these results.
The current implementation of LETO provides
an interactive application where researchers can
apply the different algorithms and techniques implemented in each module, both interactively (i.e.,
using a single input example) or in batch mode.

4

Conclusion and Future Works

In this research work, the aim was to design and
implement a framework for automatic knowledge
discovery from different data sources. We considered the discovery of knowledge from structured
and unstructured sources of information. This
framework has been designed as a modular set
of components that perform specific tasks and
communicate with each other. An open-source
prototype implementation of LETO is currently
available2 , which already contains several of the
main components. In future lines of development,
we will pursue the implementation of more var2
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ied sensors, and more complex mechanisms for
knowledge integration (e.g., ontology merging and
mapping processes). Another line for future research is related to context mismatch and recognition, specifically in the Unsupervised Processing
Module. This process is necessary for accurately
matching portions of unstructured text to sections
of an already stored ontology. We will also focus
on extending the automation processes currently
available in LETO.
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